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DISCLAIMER
 
− you’ll probably know me from radare or bitcoin talks 
               (use troy mcclure voice) 
 
− i’m not anonymous 
 
− i’m not responsible of what you do with this info 
 
− i’ll show various anonymity and privacy threats on the internets. 
 
− and how to trick/bypass them :) 
 
− information exposed from a paranoid point of view 



Anonimity
 
− At the beginning there was no restrictions 
 
− BBSs used personal data just as a password complement 
 
− Authoring problems 
 
− Open the doors for creativity without limits (4chan) 
 
− Politically pursued, viral artists 
 
− message > messenger 
 



Privacy
 
− Sometimes it’s not about who we are. It’s about what  
we don’t want others to know. 
 
− Lot of spiders and databases collect information about 
what we do and how we do. 
 
− Which info do they have? What they do with it? Who are they? 
 
− What has been uploaded cannot be deuploaded. 
 



All together
 
− Hiding our identity and defining proper publishing rules 
can save us from being tracked or linked. 
 
− Some governments restrict strong cryptography to be used 
by their citizens, companies require your ID to get internet 
access, agencies can access any data stored on any system 
or software produced in his country. 
 
− Many devices we use every day are connected to the network 
and can expose us (location, preferences, pics, sync, 
addressbook) 
 
− Phones, browsers, ads and gps navigators 
 



 The browser
 
Most critical piece in our daily interwebs (+vulns) 
 
Never log into google/fb/twitter while browsing 
 
  − When you are logged all non−logged browsing is uploaded 
 
Short URLs 
 
  − Who wants to write a tor hidden shorturl proxy service? 
 
Search engine (ddg or use no one) 
 
  − Local autocompletion (no search engine powered) 
 



 The browser (html5)
 
HTML5 provides several ways to store stuff 
 
  − WebStorage (sql+nosql), Cookies, Cache,  
 
Fraud/Malware Warning 
 
  − 3rd party companies record your browsing 
 
Location/Camera/Audio 
 
  − Disable html5 location api, mute micro, ducktape camera 
 



 The browser (plugins)
 
− AdBlock Plus 
 
− HTTPS everywhere 
 
− NoScript/YesScript 
 
− Flash Block 
 
− Change UserAgent 
 
− Greasemonkey (yay) 
 
https://addons.mozilla.org/en−us/firefox/tag/anonymous 

 



 The browser (pac)
 
Hey! what if scans our network with img tags? 
 
<img src="http://192.168.0.1/favicon.ico" /> 

 
We can block this with a PAC file 
 
function FindProxyForURL(url, host) { 

	var INVALID_PROXY = "PROXY 127.0.0.1:0"; 

	var ip = dnsResolve (host); 

	if (ip == "127.0.0.1" 

	||  isInNet (ip, "192.168.0.0", "255.255.0.0") 

	||  isInNet (ip, "172.26.0.0", "255.255.0.0") 

	||  isInNet (ip, "10.0.0.0", "255.0.0.0")) 

		return INVALID_PROXY; 

	return "DIRECT"; 

} 



 The browser (forms)
 
− Never use real info when filling forms 
 
https://addons.mozilla.org/en−us/firefox/addon/autofill−forms/ 

 
http://www.fakenamegenerator.com/ 

 
− Do not create new accounts 
 
http://www.bugmenot.com/ 

 
− To register use (if allowed) mailinator.com hushmail. 
 



 The Do Not Track joke
 
All modern browsers implements the "do not track" header. 
 
− Legally your browsing should not be tracked by the receiver 
  when your HTTP queries contain (X−Do−Not−Track) 
 
DNT: 1 

 
− Apart from that no other anti−tracking method is used (ha ha) 
 



 Browser sandboxing..
 
A vulnerability in the browser or in any plugin (flash, java, 
adobe..) can be used to access your system or local network. 
 
Using a VM with fixed disk size and limited network access may 
safe you from this. 
 
Use libwipe to hook unlink() symbol to wipe removed files 
(source?) 
 



 DNS prefetching (chrome)
 
Chrome can do dns prefetching which consists on resolving links 
on a page before clicking them (mouse over or so). This can 
result on an information leak, because this can be used as a 
fingerprint to resolve the page that is being visited (doesn’t 
matters if it’s using https) 
 
Check current configuration: chrome://dns/ 
 
DNS Snooping.. checking which domains are in the cache 
 
https://github.com/z0mbiehunt3r/dns−snoopy 

 
DNS servers can store temporal messages anonymously 
 



 TLS
 
The transport security in HTTP is TLS. aka HTTPS. 
 
− If any cert authority is compromised anyone can sign specially 
crafted is owned and the pkeyPrivate key is provided by 
certificate authorities 
 
− So, trusting a certificate means that the destination server 
  is not the single owner of the private key. 
 
− If compression enabled, small key size or md5 is used, it is 
vulnerable 
 



Be social
 
At some point humans like to communicate with other humans 
 
− Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp, Skype 
 − Twitter censors and block accounts 
 − Twitter/Facebook should be treaten as public chatrooms 
 − All uploaded files in whatsapp are public 
 − WhatsApp account can be bruteforced in less than 24h 
 − Skype is no longer p2p. wiretapping! <3 
 − Some skype 0days used around.. beware 
 
− Privacy settings does not exist 
 − All servers can be hacked, seized and data become public. 
 



So. which options do we have?
 
IRC/SILC 
 
 − The good old IRC never dies (ssl). SILC is IRC with more 
crypto. 
 
/mode +xi 

 
XMPP+OTR 
 
 − OTR just is DH crypto over XMPP, a public key is shared from 
a common secret and all messages are encrypted using the 
public keys of the other end point. 
 



So. which options do we have? (2)
Cryptocat 
 − Online chatroom using AES256 and 4096bit asymetric keys 
 − Accessible from the browser using TLS 
 − Supports file transfers of files smaller than 512KB 
 
TORCHAT 
 − libpurple plugin written in pascal (wtf) that implements an 
anonymous chat on top of the tor hidden services. 
 
ln −fs ~/torchat.log /dev/null 

 
AnonTwi / CRY 
 − Some iniciatives to implement cryptography on 
communications. 
 



AnonTwi
 
It’s a twitter client with emphasys on anonymity. 
 
− AES/HMAC−SHA1 encryption on tweets and DMs 
− Tweets, Favorites, DMs, Timeline, .. 
− Random http headers, geolocation 
− Split long messages into several ones 
− Supports Tor and SSL/TLS 
− Suicide command 
 
Currently supports commandline, gtk and web (wip) interfaces. 
 
http://anontwi.sourceforge.net/ 

 



AnonTwi (demo)
 
Login: 
 
$ xdg−open http://dev.twitter.com 

$ vim config.py # add secret and keys 

$ eval $(./anontwi −−tokens) 

 
Say Hi! 
 
$ ./anontwi −m "Hello world from anontwi!" 

 
Crypto: 
 
$ anontwi −−gen 

$ anontwi −−pin ${PINKEY} −−enc −m "Hello World" 

$ anontwi −−pin ${PINKEY} −−dec ’msg’ 

 



Cry
 
Cry is a tool similar to GPG, but written in posix shellscript 
that uses the openssl command to do all the tasks. 
 
$ cry −g pancake 

$ cry −l 

 
Let’s encrypt and decrypt a message 
 
$ echo hello world | cry −e pancake | cry −d 

 



 e−mails
 
There are several online webmail services. 
 
  − mailinator, hushmail, noipmail 
 
Use tor + msmtp/hand−crafted−foo (ssl if possible) 
 
Use destination MX (’host −t mx’, to reduce tracing, headers) 
 
The draft trick ( TOO OLD! ) 
 



 GPG
 
Create key: 
 
$ gpg −a −−gen−key 

 
Encrypt message 
$ gpg −a −r dstname −e 

 
Decrypt message 
$ gpg −a −d 

 
GPG made easy: 
 
http://hg.youterm.com/toys/file/tip/bin/g 

 



 Using public/open/wifis
 
Using IPs not related to you is a trivial point of anonimity. 
 
Change your mac address every time you log in a wifi network. 
 
Before the wifi era people used cybercafes and phreaking. 
 
Thanks to LSSI and other laws, all ISPs are forced to store 
network usage statisticsfor at least 3 years (one document was 
leaked when the spanish anonymous ’leader’ was captured). 
 
You may find several open or easily crackeable wifis in your city. 
 



 Satellite
 
Satellite−based internet broadcasts to whole continents 
 
− Funny to sniff 
 
− Is everything encrypted? 
 
− Hey! Do your ISP allows you to send spoofed packets? 
 
− Take any IP from the air and spoof it, with some packet 
  mangling you can do full tcp/ip without any real IP. 
 
 



 The onion
 
TOR is an open virtual network based on cryptography.   
It’s the most advanced and extended network which creates 
different circuits of 3 nodes to route the traffic randomly. 
 
Each hop in the circuit is encrypted, only the destination 
node knows the contents of the connection. 
 
Supports SOCKS protocol, compatible with tsocks, any modern 
browser, anontwi, bitcoin and others... 
 
Hidden services are accessible on .onion domains resolved 
by using the socks protocol, external domains can be resolved 
using the tor−resolve tool. 
 



 Tor (hidden services)
 
Let’s create a hidden service 
 
HiddenServiceDir ./svc 

HiddenServicePort 80 127.0.0.1:80 

 
The onion address for this service is stored in svc/hostname 
 
But.. hidden service private keys are only 1024 bits! This can be 
cracked in few hours and with some luck you can replace a 
hijacked service.. so beware, better to keep hidden services 
 
Circuit keys and identities have a much smaller lifetime which 
makes it harder to break. 
 



 Tor (circuits)
− Client 
SocksBindAddress 0.0.0.0 

ClientOnly 1 

VirtualAddrNetwork 10.192.0.0/10 

AutomapHostsOnResolve 1 

DNSListenAddress 0.0.0.0 

DNSPort 53 # requires root... use ’pen’? 

− Entry 
ORPort 443 

− Middle 
DirPort 80 

− Exit 
SocksPort 0 

ORPort 443 

DirPort 80 

DirPortFrontPage disclaimer.html 

ExitPolicy accept *:80 

ExitPolicy accept *:443 

ExitPolicy reject *:* 



 Tor (frontends)
Vidalia is a crossplatform graphical client  
 
ARM (anonymizing relay monitor) 
https://www.torproject.org/projects/arm.html.en 

 
TorBrowser: Standalone firefox that runs with tor and Ff. 
 
TorButton: Firefox plugin that toggles use of tor or not. 
 
TorSocks 
$ echo ’GET /’ | tsocks nc av.com 80 

 
Find more: 
 
https://www.torproject.org/ 

 



 Tor (block)
 
A firewall can use this url to fetch the list of IPs and block them 
with iptable/ipfw,. .. 
 
https://www.dan.me.uk/torlist/ 

 
 
Tor traffic can be identified if looking for patterns and no proxy is 
used. Not the contents, but it can identify the destination. 
(disable images or add ’modem−simulator’ plugin to browser) 
 
http://firefox−throttle.en.softonic.com/ 

 



 Tor (bridges)
 
When a firewall is blocking 80/443 ports or tor traffic is blocked in 
some way you can configure a bridge between two tors. 
 
On client: 
 
Bridge server.com:9091 [fingerprint] 

 
On server: 
 
ORPort 9091 

 
Public bridges: (ipv4, ipv6 and obfsproxy) 
 
https://bridges.torproject.org/ 

 



 Tor (proxies)
 
obfsproxy − bridge tunnel with pluggable transports 
 
− websockets 
− SkypeMorph video 
− stegotorus (embedded on recognized contents) 
− dust (packet−based instead of connection−based connectivity) 
− format transforming encryption 
 
http://www.torproject.us/docs/pluggable−transports.html.en 

 



 Tor (filtering countries)
 
Hey, we are under a repressive country and we don’t want to use 
nodes from our country because the data transfered on the exit 
nodes can be captured or hijacked. 
 
ExcludeExitNodes {ch},{us}.{ru} 

ExcludeNodes {ch},{us},{ru} 

 
You can also use the inverse keyword 
 
EntryNodes {it} 

 



 Bitcoin
Bitcoin is the genuine cryptgraphic currency from the interwebs. 
 
It’s distributed and verified by everybody (no central authority) 
 
Markets run 24/7 and it’s growing fast, the design protects the 
networks and transactions in order to not being tricked. 
 
Bitcoin is not anonymous per se, addresses can be tracked in 
the blockchain and compared to other databases like profiles, 
signatures, websites, social networks, etc.. 
 
You can get ’anonymous’ bitcoin by contributing to projects, 
clicking on ads, or mining. Then you can pay for VPN, proxies, 
hostings.. 
 



Censoring the network
 
Many schools and companies use a proxy to filter and limit the 
access to contents from the internets. 
 
Some governments and 3 letter agencies also play with router 
firewalls and content crawlers, but their routers manage more 
traffic than the school ones ;) 
 
Past year China and EEUU redirected during 15m most of the 
internet traffic. Yeah BGP on backbone ATM routers... 
 
DMZ replicas can be used to filter, analyze and store  
 
All phone SIM cards are registered with our DNI. 
 



Malware
 
China and US are known to be the authors of targeted malware 
programs targetting ONGs, NASA, Nuclear and militar facilities, 
and.. well .. 
 
By law, all companies in US producing software are forced to 
provide backdoors on their software, and provide tools to the 
government to access them. 
 
My website (linode−US) has been seized twice (vm shutdown) 
because of containing hacking tools or suposed malware. 
 



Conclusions
 
As time goes on.. the worst privacy perspective appear. 
 
At some point a personal ID will be required to log into the 
network. 
 
There will be always ways to bypass those restrictions. 
 
We are all doomed 
 
We must fight for our privacy and the right of anonymity! 
 



The End?
 
Let’s debate! (if there’s some time..) 
 


